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2016 GM North America Navigation DVD
GM map update p/n: 23286273 9.n GM

navigation disc tested on Cadillac Escalade
Ext. SE. Update not required... Update
GNSS receivers and maps in Russian

PCSat-T2 II - a device for measuring the
position of satellites when using vertical

launch systems Map updates in Shturmann
MapCaster Additions and configuration of
GPS navigators gps Sharp has announced
new items in the family of top navigators
of the Satellite series. One of them, SG-

H751, as we know, has not changed and is
offered at a price of almost 130 thousand

rubles. However, this is just a modification
with some changes. The name of the
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model has changed: on the SG018
(formerly SG061) there is a touch screen,
instead of seven inch touchscreens, there
are five. In terms of functionality, there
are also changes. The device has become
equipped with a 3.5-inch display with a

resolution of 480 x 800 pixels, three
speakers provide high-quality sound, and

there is also a video output, wireless
charging and the ability to connect up to
four memory cards. There are also other

improvements, for example, the firmware
has been updated. Due to the depreciation
of the ruble, the prices on the site may not
correspond to reality. Please check prices
with the manager. Detailed specifications

can be found here GPS connection
location search enabled 24 hours a day 7

days a week Model: FT-1000ZT
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Availability: In Stock Support for Russian
maps in Travel Map mode Entertainment
channel Russia-24 Remote antenna, USB,

Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, SD memory card
(TransFlash) You cannot leave a comment.

Give us a call.
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